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Carolina Ruff works from the site, usually using public space as support or location for her work. She establishes relationships
through frames and surfaces that configure some space, seeking for some bond or dialogue between work and place.
 
As a working operative, he has used simulation, mimesis, and (dis)apparition to show objects or fragments that are missing,
absent, or probable. "These practices allow me to place myself in an intermediate space, an interval between the seen and the
unseen, from which to reflect on presence and absence, memory and oblivion, reality and illusion".
 
She has used embroidery, as a slowed form of register and representation, contrasting the time of delay, of perpetuating and
remaining, (inherent to this system of representation) with the ephemeral and impermanent of reality, as well with the instantaneity
of our way of functioning and inhabiting the world today.

Work



Esta linea no Divide/ This line is not a Boundary
Galeria Patricia Ready , 2019
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Tate Modern
embroidered dress, photography and video
Tate Modern, London, 2019
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Hammerboy
embroidered dress and photography
Banksy, New York, 2019
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Academia de Bellas Artes/Academy of Fine Arts
embroidered dress and photography
Museo Arte Contemporaneo, 2010

Toma/Take
embroidered dress and photography
Toma la Quebrada, Santiago 2006
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Tejido Imaginario /Imaginary Knitting
embroidered  handle door 
Matucana 100, 2002

Silla de Guardia/ Guard Chair
embroidered  chair
Centro Cultural La Moneda, 2007

Equipamiento contra Incendio/ Fire Fighting
Equipment / embroidered fire extinguisher 
Galeria Bech, 2002



En-plazamientos Politicos/
Political Placement
1000m2 of cut grass obtained
from the Parque del Recuerdo
Cemetery, covers 1/4 of
Constitution Square in Santiago,
Chie, 1999
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Crop
1/9 of a soccer field, 90 x 5 mt 
grass seeded and traced
Humberstone, 2007



Carolina Ruff was born in Santiago, Chile in 1973. She holds a BFA with a mention in Sculpture at Pontificia
Universidad Católica (1997), a Degree in Landscape Architecture at Pontificia Universidad Católica (2000),
and a Diploma in Aesthetics and Contemporary
Thought at Universidad Diego Portales (2002). 

She has made several site-specific interventions in public spaces (1996-1999) Desarreglar (1997), En-
Plazamientos Políticos at Constitutional Square in front of the Government Palace (1999), Centro de
Abastecimiento in front of the Chilean Navy Valparaíso (2001).  She has participated in collective
exhibitions in Chile and abroad (Porto Alegre, Montevideo, Roma, Corea, Beijing) and individual exhibitions
in Chile: Equipamiento contra Incendios (Galería Bech, 2002), Toma (Galería Metropolitana,
2006), Intervalo (Galería Patricia Ready 2013), Esta línea no divide (Galeria Patricia Ready, 2019) 

In 1998, 1999 and 2002 she won the National Fund for Culture and Arts (FONDART). 
In 2008, she was nominated for the Altazor Prize for the site-specific artwork Crop, made for the Bienal
Arte en el Desierto Humberstone (2007).
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